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Phonons in GaP quantum dots

Huaxiang Fu, V. Ozolin¸š, and Alex Zunger
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401

~Received 10 August 1998!

The phonon structure of GaP quantum dots is studied using an atomistic potential model. The dot eigen-
modes are obtained from a direct diagonalization of the dynamical matrix and classified using an efficient
dual-space analysis method. Our calculations provide a theoretical explanantion for several experimental ob-
servations.~1! Depending on the spatial localization, the phonon modes of dots are either dot-interior~bulklike!
or surfacelike.~2! The frequencies of the dot-interior modes can be qualitatively described by the ‘‘truncated
crystal method’’ using a single branch and a single wave vector of the bulk-phonon dispersion. In contrast, the
surface modes cannot be described by this model.~3! The dot-interior modes have a dominant bulk parentage
from a specific part of the Brillouin zone, while the surface modes do not.~4! The frequencies of the bulklike
G-derived longitudinal optical~LO! and transverse optical~TO! phonon modes are found to decrease with
decreasing dot size. This decrease reflects the downward dispersion of the bulk optical-phonon branches away
from theG point. ~5! The surface modes located between the bulk TO- and LO-phonon bands have a signifi-
cant bulkG character, and are thus Raman detectable.~6! The dot-interior modes exhibit only a slight LO/TO
mode mixing, while the surfacelike modes show a strong mode mixing.@S0163-1829~99!12203-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phonons in zero-dimensional quantum dots are beginn
to attract attention1–17 because of the interesting differenc
they exhibit relative to the bulk modes1–12and because of the
implications for carrier dynamics.13–17 The lack of transla-
tional periodicity in dots affects both the phonon states a
the electron-phonon interaction. For example, the remova
the translational symmetry relative to the bulk is predicted
cause mixing11 of the transverse optical~TO! and longitudi-
nal optical ~LO! modes, as recently has been observed
Krausset al.1 in PbS dots. Furthermore, the exciton-phon
interaction in dots can be enhanced so significantly tha
results in a frequency renormalization of the LO-phon
mode, which has been observed by Ziminet al.2 in the ab-
sorption spectrum and by Itohet al.3 in the luminescence
spectrum of CuCl dots. Although numerous Raman scat
ing measurements have been carried out in CdS,4,5 CdSe,6

CdSxSe12x,
7,8 CdTe,9 and GaP~Ref. 10! dots, the conclu-

sions regarding the dependence of the exciton-phonon
pling strength on the quantum-dot size are conflictin
Shiang et al.4 find that the exciton-phonon coupling de
creases with decreasing dot size, while Scamarcioet al.8 find
that the coupling increases with decreasing size.

Despite numerous experiments, there are only a few
oretical investigations11,14–17 of phonons in quantum dots
Since the electronic18,19 or vibrational states of adot can be
thought of as a linear combination of thebulk periodic states
from different bands and Brillouin-zone wave vectors, it
important that a theory of phonons in dots uses a reali
description of the bulk-phonon dispersion. Indeed, the det
of the shift of the vibrational frequencies with the dot si
may depend crucially on the bulk-phonon dispersion~see
Sec. III D!. Almost all of the theories of phonons in do
either neglect the bulk phonon dispersion or assume a
tinuum model as an approximation~i.e., an elastic model for
the acoustic modes14 and a dielectric model for the optica
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~4!/2881~7!/$15.00
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modes15–17!. Furthermore, an accurate description of t
phonon structure has also been found12 to be important in
calculating the exciton-phonon interactions: the microsco
model and the macroscopic dielectric model for the opti
phonons gave12 rather different scattering rates in GaA
AlAs quantum wells. The necessity to obtain accurate b
phonon dispersion curves suggests that anatomisticdescrip-
tion for phonons in dots is needed. However, the atomi
approach raises another problem, namely, how to ana
and classify the vibrational modes in dot systems consis
of several thousands of atoms. This problem does not oc
in simplified model calculations11,14–17where the symmetry
of the model usually provides series of good quantum nu
bers to identify the modes.

In the present paper we use an atomistic approach to s
the vibrational structure of GaP quantum dots. We deve
an empirical valence-force field~VFF!, consisting of a short-
ranged part to describe the covalent bonding and a lo
range part to describe the Coulomb interaction betw
point-charged ions. This atomistic force field reproduces
curately the bulk-phonon dispersion curves. We apply it
spherical GaP dots containing up to 2000 atoms and u
dual-space method to efficiently analyze and classify sev
thousands of vibrational modes of these dots. Specifica
we use a ‘‘mode projection approach’’ inreciprocal spaceto
understand the relationship between the phonons in dots
their counterparts in bulk, while a ‘‘localization radius’’ con
structed in real space is used to investigate the spatial lo
ization of the dot eigenmodes. Using these techniques,
find that the phonon modes in dots are either bulklike
surfacelike states.

~a! The modes that are localized within the interior of t
dot have a clear bulk parentage in terms of their project
onto the bulk-phonon states, and, therefore, can be appr
mated by a single band at a single-wave vector of the bu
phonon dispersion. The frequencies of theG-derived LO and
TO dot-interior modes are found to decrease with decrea
2881 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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2882 PRB 59HUAXIANG FU, V. OZOLIŅŠ, AND ALEX ZUNGER
dot size. This is consistent with experiments.10 Unlike the
case in PbS dots,1 we find no significant LO/TO mixing for
the bulklike modes in GaP dots.

~b! The surfacelike modes are localized at the perifery
the dot, and their eigenvectors are superpositions of m
bulk-phonon states from different bands and different po
of the Brillouin zone. The surfacelike modes located betwe
the bulk LO- and TO-phonon bands have a significant bu
G character and, thus, may be Raman active. In contras
the bulklike modes, these surfacelike modes exhibit sign
cant LO/TO mixing.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Phonon frequencies and eigenstates: Bulk and dots

The atom-atom force fieldU($r i%)5USR1ULR used here
includes a short-range part USR, which describes the cova
lent bonding, and a long-range part ULR , which describes the
Coulomb interaction between point-charged ions. For atoi
bonded tetrahedrally to atomsj andk, the short-range inter
action is

USR~$r i%!5
1

a0
2 (

i , j
a i j ~r i j

2 2a0
2!2

1
1

a0
2 (

i
(
j ,k

b j ik~r i j •r ik2r i j
0
•r ik

0 !2

1
1

a0
2 (

i
(
j ,k

g j ik~r i j
2 2a0

2!~r i j •r ik2r i j
0
•r ik

0 !

1
1

a0
2 (

i
(
j ,k

d j ik~r i j
2 2a0

2!~r ik
2 2a0

2!, ~1!

wherer i j 5r i2r j is the vector connecting atomsi and j, and
$a i j ,b j ik ,g j ik ,d j ik% are short-range force constants.a0 is the
equilibrium bond length. The first two terms in Eq.~1! are
the bond-stretching and bond-bending terms familiar fr
the commonly used Keating’s VFF models,20–23 while the
remaining two terms describe the coupling between
bond-stretching and bond-bending and between the bo
stretchings of two nearest bonds, respectively. For compo
semiconductors there is an additional Coulom
interaction21,22 term between the ions, which is simulated
point charges at the ionic positions:

ULR~$r i%!5(
i , j

Zi* Zj*

e~`!ur i2r j u
. ~2!

Here, Zi* is the effective charge of ioni, and e(`) is the
dielectric constant at infinite frequency. We use Ewal
method24 to calculate the sum in Eq.~2! for periodic-bulk
systems. For finite quantum dots, the summation in Eq.~2! is
calculated directly.

The atomic force constantsFr,s( i , j ) are obtained from
the force fieldU5USR1ULR as

Fr,s~ i , j !5
]2U

]r ir]r j s
, ~3!
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wherer ands label the Cartesian coordinates. The phon
frequenciesvnk[2pnnk ~of branchn and wave vectork!
and eigenmodesQnk(j) of bulk GaP are then obtained b
diagonalizing the dynamical matrix:

(
s,j8

@Dr,s~jj8uk!2vnk
2 drsdjj8#Qnk

s ~j8!50. ~4!

Here j is the atomic index inside the primary cell, i.e.,r i
5r j1Rl , whereRl is a lattice vector. The matrix elemen
Dr,s(jj8uk) is

Dr,s~jj8uk!5
1

AM jM j8
(
l 8

Fr,s~ l j,l 8j8!e2 ik•[R~ l !2R~ l 8!] ,

~5!

whereM is the mass of atom. The displacement of atomi
corresponding to the phonon eigenmodeQnk(j) is

unk~ i !5
1

AM j

Qnk~ i !eik•Rl. ~6!

Equations~1!–~6! are also valid for quantum dots except th
only k50 is considered.

The constants$a i j ,b j ik ,g j ik ,d j ik% of the short-range
force field in Eq.~1! and the ion-effective chargeZi* in Eq.
~2! are obtained by fitting the calculated bulk-phonon fr
quencies of GaP to the experiment.26,27 Specifically, the ef-
fective charge is calculated from the experimental LO/T
splitting at the zone centerG point using the relation28

vLO
2 5vTO

2 14p
1

V

~Zi* !2

me~`!
, ~7!

whereV is the volume of the bulk-unit cell, andm is the
reduced mass of the two atoms in the compound semic
ductor. The short-range interatomic interaction parame
are then obtained by fitting the measured26,27 phonon fre-
quencies at bulkG, X, and L points using a least-squar
procedure. The resulting parameters for GaP are given
Table I.

B. Method for analyzing the dot eigenmodes

For quantum dots with several thousands of phon
eigenmodes it is important to find an efficient and transpar
way of analyzing the characters of these numerous eig
modes. We do this by using a dual-space technique~i.e., in
real space and in reciprocal space!.

In real space, we define the ‘‘localization radius’’ for
normal model as

TABLE I. The force-field parameters~in units of N/m! and the
effective charges used in the present calculation. The dielectric
stant ise(`)59.11.

atom i a i j b j ik g j ik d j ik Z*

Ga 96.07 231.75 211.75 19.66 2.05
P 96.07 57.07 29.57 19.66 22.05
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Rl
25(

i
(
r51

3

uQl
r~ i !u2ur i2r cu2, ~8!

wherer c is the dot center.Rl tells us in what part of the do
is the eigenmodel localized, distinguishing modes that a
localized inside the dot~‘‘bulklike modes’’! from those lo-
calized at the periphery of the dot~‘‘surfacelike modes’’!.

In reciprocal space we use the projection approach to
tablish the relation between the dot modes and the b
modes.25 We first expand the dot displacementsul

dot in the
bulk statesunk

bulk of branchn and wave vectork:

ul
dot~ i !5(

n
E dkCnk

~l!unk
bulk~ i !. ~9!

The projection coefficientsCnk
(l) are calculated using the or

thogonality ofunk
bulk . We define theBrillouin-zone parentage

Pl(k) of a dot model as the contribution of the bulk eigen
modes with the wavevector lengthk in forming this dot
mode:

Pl~k!5E dkd~ uku2k!(
n

uCnk
~l!u2. ~10!

This quantity tells us which part of the bulk Brillouin zon
~BZ! contributes to a given dot eigenmode. We also defi
the bulk-G parentage Tl(n,Kcut) measuring the extent to
which the dot eigenmode is derived from the bulk states n
G:

Tl~n,Kcut!5E
0

Kcut
dkE dk̂uCnk

~l!u2, ~11!

where k̂ is the direction angle of wave vectork. Typically,
we choose Kcut as 2A3p/D ~whereD is the diameter of the
dot!, which is determined by the first nodek52p/D of the
spherical Bessel functionj 0(kr). Finally, in order to inves-
tigate the possibility of mode mixing in dots, we define t
bulk-band parentageof the dot model as

Al~n!5E dkuCnk
~l!u2. ~12!

WhenAl(n) of the dot model has significant contributions
from different bulk phonon bandsn, we say that there is a
‘‘mode mixing,’’ e.g., LO with TO.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Phonon dispersion of bulk GaP

Figure 1 shows the calculated phonon-dispersion cur
of bulk GaP, compared with the experimental data.26,27 The
calculated TO- and LO-phonon frequenciesn at G are 10.97
and 11.98 THz, respectively, close to the experimen
values27 of 10.95 and 12.06 THz. Although the theoretical
is done only at theG, X, andL points, Fig. 1 shows that th
calculated dispersion curves agree well with the experim
tal data throughout the Brillouin zone for both the acous
and optical branches. Specifically, the downward dispers
of the bulk TO- and LO-phonon bands near theG point is
reproduced quite well by our model. We will see later~Sec.
III D ! that this feature is important for describing the si
s-
lk

e

ar

s

l

n-
c
n

dependence of phonon frequencies in quantum dots. The
culated bulk dispersion also agrees well with the recent fi
principles result obtained by Ozolin¸š and Zunger29 using the
density-functional linear-response theory. For example,
largest frequency difference between the LO- and T
phonon bands along the@111# direction is 2.04 THz in our
model and 1.70 THz in the first-principles calculation.29 In
comparison, an earlier calculation of Kushwaha a
Kushwaha30 using an eight-parameter bond-bending for
model gave 3.8 THz as the largest LO/TO frequency diff
ence, and the calculation of Kagaya and Soma31 using the
Heine-Abarenkov model potential gave an upward TO ba
dispersion.

B. Phonons in GaP quantum dots

We have studied four spherical GaP do
Ga140P141, Ga240P225, Ga456P435, and Ga1060P1061 with di-
ameters D522.2, 26.2, 32.5, and 43.4 Å, respectively. T
atomic positions in the dots are assumed to be the same
the bulk. We use the same force field for GaP dots as
used for the bulk, except that the boundary condition
changed appropriately. We aim to simulate ‘‘free-standin
quantum dots such as those generated in porous form
anodization current.10 The dot surface is thus assumed to
free without passivating atoms and without surface rec
struction. We directly diagonalize the full dynamical matr
of Eq. ~5! to obtain the phonon frequencies and eigenmod
which are then subjected to the analysis of Eqs.~10!–~12!.

Figure 2~a! shows the phonon densities of states~DOS!
for the four studied dots. The phonon DOS has been bro
ened by a Gaussian with a width of 0.9 THz. We also sho
for comparison, the bulk-phonon DOS, calculated using 4
specialk points32 in the irreducible Brillouin zone~corre-
sponding to 4096k points in the whole zone!. Note that in
the following we usen2 rather thann as thex-axis scale in
order to achieve higher resolution in the optical region. D
to the absence of passivation at the dot surface, a few
modes (;10 out of several thousands, not shown in Fig.!
are found to have very small imaginary frequencies, sign
ing a dynamical instability of the unpassivated dots. We n
from Fig. 2~a! the following features.

~i! While the phonon DOS of the small dot (D
522.2 Å ) is quite different from the bulk DOS, they be
come more similar with increasing dot size.

~ii ! Some phonon modes appear in the frequency ra
where there are no bulk modes. These regions are shad

FIG. 1. The calculated phonon dispersion of bulk GaP~solid
lines!, in comparison with experimental data~Refs. 26 and 27!
~symbols!.
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Fig. 2. Region I (n2560–90 THz2) is the phonon gap be
tween the bulk acoustic and optical modes, and region
(n25120–130 THz2) is the phonon gap between the bu
TO and LO modes. We will see later from the ‘‘localizatio
radii’’ @Fig. 2~b!# that these ‘‘gap modes’’ are localized o
the dot surface.

~iii ! Although the ‘‘gap modes’’ exist even in the ver
large dots~with several thousands of atoms!, their peak in-
tensities relative to the bulklike modes decrease significa
with increasing dot size.

C. Mode analysis using the dual-space approach

The ‘‘localization radii’’ @see Eq.~8!# for the dot with
diameterD532.5 Å are shown in Fig. 2~b!. Comparison
with the phonon DOS in Fig. 2~a! shows the following fea-
tures.

~i! The gap modes in regions I and II have their mo
centers close to the dot’s surface@Fig. 2~b!#, thus being ‘‘sur-
facelike modes.’’

~ii ! The dot modes that correspond to the sharp peak
the bulk DOS have their localization radii in the dot’s int
rior, thus being ‘‘bulklike’’ ~dot-interior! modes. Our
‘‘Brillouin-zone parentage’’ analysis and the frequencies
the dot modes indicate that the modes atn259, 40, 95, 113,
and 138 THz2 in Fig. 2~b! are derived from the bulk TA(X)

FIG. 2. ~a! Density of phonon states for GaP quantum dots
different sizes. The diameters of dots~in Å! are indicated on the lef
side of each curve. The bulk phonon DOS is also shown for co
parison. The shaded areas mark the frequency regions where
facelike dot modes appear. The bulk TO- and LO-phonon frequ
cies are indicated by vertical arrows.~b! Localization radii@Eq. ~8!#
of the D532.5 Å dot, measuring the location of the mode w
respect to the center of the dot. The identities@e.g., TA(X)# of
highly localized modes~with small localization radii! are indicated
by vertical arrows.
II

ly

of

f

~TA modes near theX point!, LA( L), TO(S) ~TO modes
along the@110# direction!, TO(X), and LO(S) modes, re-
spectively. These dot-interior modes are clearly separa
from the surface modes.

~iii ! The dot modes with intermediate localization rad
~around 11 Å in Fig. 2! have their vibrational amplitude
both inside the dots and near the dot surface.

~iv! We find that the distributions of localization radiiRl

vs nl for different dot sizes contain similar features@com-
pare Fig. 2~b! with Fig. 6 below, showing the localization
radii of a much smaller dot#. This surprising ‘‘self-
similarity’’ exists for both the dot-interior modes and th
surfacelike modes, and it holds to the smallest dot size c
sidered.

To study the evolution of an individual dot mode with th
sizeD, we have to identify the same phonon mode in diffe
ent dots. We are particularly interested in the dot modes
derive from the bulkG states, since such modes play
important role in Raman scattering. We use for this purp
the ‘‘bulk-G parentage’’Tl(n,Kcut) defined in Eq.~11!. Fig-
ure 3~a! shows the bulk-G LO character and Fig. 3~b! gives
the bulk-G TO character for theD532.5 Å dot phonons with
frequencies above 10 THz. We see in Fig. 3~a! that a single
dot mode@labeled LO(G)# originates predominantly from the
bulk LO phonon nearG, and another dot mode@labeled
TO(G)# originates predominantly from the bulk-TO phono
nearG. Between these TO(G)- and LO(G)-like modes there
exist some surface modes@denoted as spin orbit~SO! in Fig.
3, see Fig. 2~b! for their localization radii#, which have con-

f

-
ur-

n-

FIG. 3. ‘‘Bulk G parentage’’Tl(n,Kcut) @Eq. ~11!# of the pho-
non modes of theD532.5 Å dot for bulk-phonon branchn. Part~a!
shows the contribution from bulk LO (n56) phonons and part~b!
shows the contribution from bulk TO (n5415) phonons. We use
Kcut52A3p/D in Eq. ~11!. The ‘‘localization radii’’ for this dot are
shown in Fig. 2~b!.
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PRB 59 2885PHONONS IN GaP QUANTUM DOTS
tributions from both bulk TO- and LO-phonon bands. T
fact that the surface modes in Fig. 3 have sizable contr
tions from bulk k points nearG implies that these mode
might be Raman active. Indeed, in a micro-Raman scatte
study of porous GaP nanocrystallites, Tiginyanuet al.10 ob-
served a small peak between sharp bulk derived LO-
TO-phonon peaks. They suggested that the origin of
peak is due to the dot surface—a suggestion that is suppo
by our theoretical result.

D. Evolution of mode frequencies with dot size

Once the character of the dot modes is identified for d
ferent dot sizes~Fig. 3!, we can trace the size dependence
the frequencies of these modes~Fig. 4!. In order to facilitate
the understanding of the evolution of phonon frequency w
the dot size, we choose four special modes: the bulk-der
LO(G) and TO(G), the G-derived acoustic modeA(G),
which is the dot’s mode of the lowest-acoustic frequen
and theX-derived longitudinal acoustic mode LA(X), which
is the dot’s mode of the highest-acoustic frequency. TheG
character of theA(G) mode and theX character of the
LA( X) mode can be seen from their Brillouin-zone pare
ages~see Fig. 5 below!. These four modes are all dot-interio
states according to their localization radii. We see from F
4 that both the TO(G) and LO(G) modes shiftdown in fre-
quency with decreasing dot size. This is consistent with
experimental measurements10 where both LO- and TO-
phonon Raman peaks were found to shift to lower frequ
cies with inceasing anodization current~i.e., decreasing do

FIG. 4. Variation of the frequencies of theA(G), LA( X),
TO(G), and LO(G) dot modes with the dot size. The correspondi
bulk frequencies are taken as zero reference points.
u-

g

d
is
ted

-
f

h
d

,

-

.

e

-

size! in porous GaP nanocrystallites. The frequency of
acoustic modeA(G) increasesas the dot size decreases.

Analytically fitting the calculated results gives

Dn55
8.84/D1.04 @A~G!#

274.75/D2.04 @TO~G!#

2392.77/D2.32 @LO~G!#

2181.52/D1.84 @LA ~X!#,

~13!

whereDn is in units of THz andD is in units of Å. The fitted
results are shown in Fig. 4 as solid lines. We see that, w
the frequency shift of theA(G) mode is almost inversely
linear with the dot size, it is close to 1/D2 for the other three
modes.

To understand this frequency shift with the dot size,
recall from Eq.~9! that, in general, the frequency of abulk-
like mode can be expressed as a linear combination of
bulk-phonon frequencies:

~nl
dot!2>(

n,k
uCnk

~l!u2 ~nnk
bulk!2. ~14!

One may wonder whether, given$nnk
bulk%, there is a way to

guessnl
dot without doing a full calculation ofCnk

(l) . Specifi-
cally, the question is whether there exists in Eq.~14! a single
wave vectork* and a single branchn, most associated with
the dot model, which satisfies

FIG. 5. ‘‘Brillouin-zone parentages’’Pl(k) @Eq. ~10!# of the
bulklike A(G), LA( X), TO(G), LO(G), and surfacelike SO
modes of theD532.5 Å dot. The definition of these modes is give
in Sec. III D.
ined
n

TABLE II. Comparison of the frequencies of the four dot modesA(G), LA( X), TO(G), and LO(G),
described by Eq.~13!, as obtained from direct diagonalization of the dot’s dynamical matrix and as obta
from the truncated crystal method of Eq.~15! ~in parentheses!. Isotropically averaged bulk-phonon dispersio
is used in the truncated-crystal model for spherical dots.

Dot diameter~Å!

Frequencies of dot modes~THz!

A(G) LA( X) TO(G) LO(G)

22.2 0.38~1.19! 6.84 ~6.20! 10.83~10.91! 11.79~11.90!
26.2 0.29~1.02! 7.01 ~6.29! 10.88~10.93! 11.78~11.92!
32.5 0.21~0.83! 7.15 ~6.35! 10.92~10.94! 11.86~11.94!
43.4 0.19~0.62! 7.28 ~6.38! 10.94~10.95! 11.92~11.96!
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TABLE III. Bulk-band parentageAl(n) @Eq. ~12!# of bulk-phonon bands (n51, . . . ,6) in forming the
A(G), LA( X), TO(G), LO(G), and SO modes of theD532.5 Å dot.

Dot model

ContributionAl(n) ~in %! of bulk bandn to dot model

n5112 ~TA! n53 ~LA ! n5415 ~TO! n56 ~LO!

A(G) 86.5 3.9 8.1 1.5
LA( X) 0.8 91.3 4.1 3.9
TO(G) 5.4 0.5 87.7 6.4
LO(G) 0.1 3.6 0.9 95.4

SO 1.9 4.1 31.5 62.5
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bulk . ~15!

We use the ‘‘Brillouin-zone parentage’’Pl(k) to answer
this. Figure 5 shows, for theD532.5 Å dot, the Brillouin-
zone parentages of the bulklikeA(G), TO(G), LO(G), and
LA( X) modes with frequenciesn250.046, 119.2, 140.7, an
51.1 THz2, respectively.

We see from Fig. 5 that the above considered bulkl
modes all have a dominant BZ parentage peak around
bulk origins @e.g., A(G), TO(G), LO(G) near G, and
LA( X) nearX#, i.e., for the bulklike dot modes there exists
k* that satisfies Eq.~15!. For theG-derivedA(G), TO(G),
and LO(G) modes, the peak positions of the Brillouin-zon
parentages are located nearuk* u52p/D. In fact, thisk* has
been used33 in the ‘‘truncated crystal’’ method to estimat
the electronic-orbital energy in dots from the bulk-ba
structure using Eq.~15!. In the truncated-crystal method on
seeks a wave vectork* for which the envelope function
vanishes at the dot boundary. For spherical dots the sma
k* that satisfies this boundary condition is 2p/D. This ap-
proach then relates thebulk dispersionnnk to the frequency
nl in dots. The smaller the dot, the further doesk* }1/D
move away from theG point. Thus, the slope of the bul
dispersion away fromG determines, in this model, the siz
dependence of the frequency of the dot’s mode. Since
frequency of the bulk GaP optical phonons~Fig. 1! decreases
whenk departs from theG point, the frequencies of the dot’
TO(G) and LO(G) modes should exhibit aredshift relative
to their bulk values. This expectation is confirmed by o
results obtained from the direct diagonalization of the d
namical matrix~Fig. 4!. The scaling exponentt of 1/Dt in
Eq. ~13! can also be qualitatively understood from a TC-ty
argument: since the frequencies of the bulk acoustic-pho
branches nearG are linear functions of the wave vectorn
}k, and sincek* }1/D, we obtain thatdn}1/D ~i.e., t
51), as indeed given by Eq.~13! for the A(G) mode. The
bulk-phonon dispersion relations of the LO- and TO-phon
modes atG and of the LA-phonon mode atX are parabolic
and, thus, lead todn}1/D2, i.e., t'2 in Eq. ~13!. More
quantitatively, Table II compares the frequencies of the bu
like dot modes, as obtained from direct calculations, w
those obtained from Eq.~15!. We see that the two method
give the same trend of the frequency change with the
size, and that they give quantitatively accurate results for
bulklike LO- and TO-derived modes. However, for theA(G)
dot-phonon mode, the frequencies obtained from the
methods are quite different. This is probably due to the s
face effect, which causes this mode to have a large loca
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tion radius@e.g.,Rl'12 Å in Fig. 2~b!# and, therefore, de-
stroys the conditions for the applicability of the truncate
crystal model.

Since the surfacelike modes are localized in real space
the dot surface and, therefore, contain contributions from
bulk GaP modes all over the Brillouin zone, there is no
singlek* to be used in Eq.~15! to describe their frequencies
This property of the surface modes is illustrated in Fig.
which shows, for comparison with the bulklik
A(G), LO(G), TO(G), and LA(X) modes, the Brillouin-
zone parentage of a surfacelike optical~SO! mode withn2

5126.6 THz2 for the D532.5 Å dot. We see from Fig. 5
that the surfacelike mode is delocalized in reciprocal spa

FIG. 6. ‘‘Bulk-band parentage’’Al(n) @Eq. ~12!# of ~a! n56
~bulk LO-phonon band! and ~b! n5415 ~bulk TO-phonon bands!
in forming dot modes with frequencyn2.40 THz2. The results for
theD522.2 Å dot are shown. The shaded areas indicate the mo
that have a sizable LO/TO mode mixing. Panel~c! shows the local-
ization radii of the dot modes in order to facilitate the comparis
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E. Mode mixing

An interesting possibility is the LO/TO mode mixing o
the phonon modes in quantum dots, which can be induce
the lack of translational symmetry in dots. Table III gives t
‘‘bulk-band parentage’’@Eq. ~12!# of the five dot modes
shown in Fig. 5 for theD532.5 Å quantum dot. We see tha
in this relatively large dot there is no significant mode m
ing for the bulk-derived A(G), TO(G), LO(G), and
LA( X) modes. However, there exists a significant LO/T
mode mixing for the surface-related SO mode. This eff
persists even in the very small GaP dots; Fig. 6~a! shows the
bulk TO and LO band parentage@Eq. ~12!# for the modes of
the D522.2 Å dot. Again, we see that significant LO/T
mode mixing exists only in the frequency range where,
cording to the analysis of the localization radii in Fig. 6~c!,
the modes are surfacelike.

IV. SUMMARY

We have developed an atomic-force field for GaP, wh
gives an accurate bulk-phonon dispersion. This atomi
model is then used to calculate the phonon frequencies
eigenmodes of GaP quantum dots. The resulting sev
thousands of dot eigenmodes have been analyzed usin
projection approach in reciprocal space and the localiza
radius in real space. We have found that the surface mo
can be distinguished from the bulklike modes in both rec
,

hy
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hy
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by
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rocal and real space. In particular, we conclude the follo
ing.

~1! The bulklike modesare localized inside the dot an
have a clearly pronounced bulk Brillouin-zone parentage
reciprocal space. The frequencies of these modes can b
proximated by the ‘‘truncated crystal method’’ with a singl
bulk phonon band at a single-wave vectork* . The bulklike
G-derived TO- and LO-phonon dot modes both shift down
frequency with decreasing dot size. Unlike the case in P
dots,1 there is almost no LO/TO mixing for the bulklike
modes.

~2! The surface modesare located in the frequency rang
n251202130 THz2 between the bulk TO- and LO-phono
bands, and in the rangen2560290 THz2 between the bulk
LA- and TO-phonon bands. These surface modes are lo
ized at the perifery of the dot. Their eigenmodes represe
superposition of many bulk bands withk points from all over
the bulk Brillouin zone. The surface dot modes in the fr
quency rangen251202130 THz2 have considerable bulk
TO and LO characters and, therefore, should be Raman
tive. There is significant LO/TO mode mixing for the su
facelike dot modes.
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